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"I think the best way to describe what is known as nouvelle nouvelle cuisine is 
market food, cuisine du marché. The new French chefs are also not necessarily 
French. They are French-Japanese-Nordic. And it doesn’t matter where they 
come from. The restaurants where they cook are often in the culturally unique 
eleventh arrondisement. They have odd chairs, classic Opinel knives that 
are licked clean between courses and a talented sommelier who pours new, 
fantastic natural wines in the same glass as the last.

It’s an intoxicating, fairytale world where a little bit of everything can happen. 
Such as at Au Passage, where a man comes wandering in with a wine from 
1928 in his jacket pocket and asks to put it in the refrigerator, so he can drink 
it with his meal later on. Or as at Le Grand Bain, where a pommes anna has 
been chopped, deep-fried and turned into maybe the world’s most decadent 
pommes frites. Or as at Chateau Briand, where the eyes and mouth are never 
in agreement as to what is on the plate. Or at the dives and rock bars where 
oysters are still served as poor man’s fare.

This is a guide to the best market stalls, the tastiest and cheapest oysters, the 
places that no one afterwards can remember how one got to, regardless if 
they are secret or world-renowned: restaurants in alleys, bars in the cellar, and 
sometimes in places where you never look, in the middle of everything. All the 
places Hemingway didn’t drink at."
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